Design for Simulation System of the Aviation Autopilot
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Abstract. A simulation system of the aviation autopilot for teaching and training is established. By analyzing the function, structure and principle of the aviation autopilot, the aviation autopilot simulation system is established to realize the real-time control of flight environment. The simulation system mainly refers to the real-time control of the steady status and manipulation status in the inclined channel, course channel and pitch channel. The system has the following characteristics: convenient operation, stable work, convenient observation.

Introduction

The purpose of the aviation autopilot: stabilize the plane pitching angle, inclined angle and course angle; keep the given pressure level of the aircraft; control the rise, decline and turn of the aircraft; change a flat to make it fly into the flat in any state; automatic control elevator adjustment and constantly lift elevator surface under load[1] [2]. The aviation autopilot the following characteristics: the aircraft will have not any adjustment; autopilot is on by turning on the button in any state [3].

Working Principle

Autopilot consists of three relatively independent channels, namely: the inclined channel, course channel and pitch channel [4]. The inclined channel controls aileron; the course channel controls elevator; the pitch channel controls rudder. Working principle of each channel is shown in figure 1. The manipulation components are not directly effect on the channel. Sensitive element: measure the aircraft state and motion parameters (angle, angular velocity, height, etc.) and convert them into the electrical signals which are proportional to the parameters. Manipulation components: electrical signals controlling the aircraft are generated by the artificial manipulation. Server: The rudder surface is deflect to a angle by the server (a power plant). The rudder angle is proportional to electrical signals controlled by the sensitive components and manipulation components.

Fig. 1 Working principle of the aviation autopilot
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The inclined channel. Working principle of the inclined channel is shown in figure 2.

Angular transducer: measure slant angle $\gamma$ of the aircraft which is translated into the proportional electrical signal [5]. Directional gyroscope: measure heading error Angle $\Delta \Phi$ of the aircraft which is translated into the proportional electrical signal. Angular velocity transducer: measure slant angular velocity $\dot{\gamma}$ of the aircraft which is translated into the proportional electrical signal.

The steady status. The control equations of steady status

$$\delta = k_\gamma \dot{\gamma} + k_\gamma \gamma + k_\Phi \Phi$$

In the formula: $k_\gamma$-The slant angular transmission ratio

$k_\gamma$- The slant angular velocity transmission ratio
$k_\Phi$- The heading angle $\Phi$ transmission ratio

When the aircraft flew in a stable state, affected by factors such as wind or uneven engine thrust and the aircraft, it will deviate from the original stable state and produce a tilt angle $\gamma$. The sensor will measure the corresponding the slant angle, the slant angular velocity and the heading error angle.

The control equations:

$$\delta \uparrow = k_\gamma \uparrow + k_\gamma \gamma + k_\Phi \Delta \Phi \uparrow$$

After the aileron rudder deflection, the aircraft under the action of the actuator torque restores to the original steady state.

The control equations:

$$\delta \downarrow = k_\gamma \downarrow + k_\gamma \dot{\gamma} \downarrow + k_\Phi \Delta \Phi \downarrow$$

Until the both sides of the equation are zero and the aircraft restores to the original state of stable, the stable process is the end.
The manipulation status. The control equations of manipulation status:

$$\delta = K_s(r-\gamma_g) + k_v \gamma$$

In the formula: $\gamma_g$ - the deflection angle

The aircraft flight state is changed by deflecting control handle an angle [6] [7]. The potentiometer is drove by controlling the motor of transition mechanism of the box, to output control signal. The size of the control signal is a linear relationship with time. Its slope is proportional to the deflection displacement of control handle.

**The course channel.** Working principle of the course channel is shown in figure 3.

![Fig. 3 Working principle of the course channel](image)

The course error signal or manipulate control signal is only imposed on aileron channel. Roll signal $\gamma$ generated by aileron channel is introduced on course channel. This aileron channel controls the velocity vector. Course channel control head tracking speed vector coordinate deflection, so as to complete the course stability and control.

The steady status. The control equations of steady status

$$\delta = k_\phi \phi + k_\gamma \gamma$$

$$\delta_v = k_\phi \phi_v + k_\gamma \gamma_v$$

When the aircraft works in yaw direction under the action of lateral force, the course deviation signal $\Delta \Phi$ is introduced on the inclined channel, leading to the aileron out, which makes the velocity vector partial back[8] [9]. At the same time the slant angular signal $r$ is imposed on the course channel to offset reverse modification rudder angle generated by the part of the speed gyro. The slant angular of the plane is proportional to the yaw angle. The rest of angle and yaw moment is to ensure angle and velocity of the head return to the original steady state.

The manipulation status. The control equations of manipulation status

$$\delta = k_\phi \phi + k_\gamma \gamma$$

The velocity vector deflection depends on tilt control signal in the manipulation status [10] [11]. The main signal of the head deflection is from the slant angle $r$ of the course channels. It must overcome the partial stable steering torque and yaw damping torque generated by speed gyro, so as to drive the head tracking speed vector coordinate zero sideslip angle.

The pitch channel. Working principle of the pitch channel is shown in figure 4.

The steady status. The control equations of steady status

$$\delta = k_v \dot{V} + k_v \dot{V} + k_v \dot{r} + k_\theta \Delta \theta + K_\theta \dot{\theta}$$

The manipulation status. The control equations of manipulation status

$$\delta = k_v (v-v_g) + k_v \dot{V}$$

Its pitch stable and manipulation process are similar to the inclined channel.
Summary

A simulation system of the aviation autopilot for teaching and training is established. Autopilot consisting of three relatively independent channels (the inclined channel, course channel and pitch channel) is designed to meet the simulated flight of the aviation autopilot in the steady status and manipulation status.
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